CORONAVIRUS AND
THE FINE ART MARKET
Specialist insight into the effect of Coronavirus on the
fine art market and what we might expect for its future

FOREWORD

Like so many other business sectors, the
art market has been severely disrupted
by the worldwide impact of coronavirus.
As we begin to progress to a new way
of working, supported by the news that
galleries, auction houses and museums
are allowed to re-open in the UK, we take
a look at what the future of the art market
may hold.

In this article, international fine art agent
Charles Cochrane explores some of the
casualties of the fine art market and how
this might change the way art is bought and
sold in the future. Charles closes with some
practical advice to those who are thinking of
buying, selling and investing.
Sara Mitchell, Estates Sector Lead,
NFU Mutual

AUCTION HOUSES

Auctions were the first casualties of the art
market when Coronavirus started. With
all major sales having been postponed or
cancelled, auction houses are now facing
uncharted territory and, like companies
across the world, are having to consider
ways to keep their businesses afloat. Even
international auction houses Sotheby’s,
Christie’s and Phillips have had to furlough
most of their staff due to the cancellation
or postponement of live auctions.
However, they are now starting to make a
slow return using online platforms.
This leads us to our first key consideration
- will the way art will be bought and sold in
future look considerably different, and what
opportunities or risks could be associated
with these changes?
Online auctions, although well attended, are
typically suited and geared towards lower
value and easily understood objects such as
prints. In online sales, buyers are reliant on
images, condition reports and advice from
an auction house to make their purchasing
decisions and, as they are unable to examine
items in person, can be less understanding
or open to potential imperfections. Online
buyers are typically more easily deterred
than those attending a live auction, which
can lead to a narrower market. Also, the
psychology and method of bidding is very
different.

Auction houses are trying to convert
offline sales into online ones, as consumer
behaviour changes in response to
Coronavirus. The demand for online
transactions is growing but will this fall
away as restrictions are lifted? This shift
may pave the way in attracting younger,
non-traditional customers and make the
buying and selling of art far easier. Equally,
it may deter established buyers and it’s
worth bearing in mind that art is not a
commodity, each item is unique and the
costs at auction are very high. Auction
houses may need to weigh up their appetite
for online trading and whether embracing
online is a short-term necessity or a longterm strategic view, just as buyers and
sellers need to be aware of what they are
doing.
Following recent Government
announcements some of the London
auction houses are putting on summer
sales, but it remains to be seen what this
will look like in the era of social distancing.
Staggered viewings were possible from midJune, but it’ll be interesting to see the level
of public confidence in these measures and
whether buyers choose to bid for important
works online.

PRIVATE MARKET

The private market, which accounts for at
least half of the entire art market, hasn’t
been immune to Coronavirus either. The
private market refers to any transaction
taking place outside of auction rooms
and includes: dealers, galleries, art fairs,
museums etc. As with auctions, works of
art could not until very recently be viewed:
viewings are to be staggered and/or by
appointment. By appointment viewing
is no problem in the private market and
hopefully reliance on a photograph is a
thing of the past.
MUSEUMS
Although private individual buyers are still
active, the institutional market (museums)
have been shut during lockdown and whilst
some are now reopening, many still remain
closed. Most museums have been forced to
make redundancies and there is virtually no
one there to conduct negotiations with, even
if they do have the funds.

ART FAIRS
Masterpiece (Chelsea) offers buyers a
chance to purchase from a huge range of
dealers and although the event has been
postponed until next summer, it is now
offering collectors the chance to view
through an online platform. Frieze (Regents
Park), which takes place in October, are at
the time of writing still planning to run, but
on a smaller scale.
Whilst Art Fairs can be expensive and hard
work for dealers, they can be a positive way
to meet new clients and sell art. It is to be
expected that some may fall away but the
most popular are likely to continue.
FOREIGN SALES
A foreign sale will be subject to the UK
export regime and until early June the
export license department, run by Arts
Council England, was temporarily shut.
There is now a limited online service.

PROBATE PLANNING
It might be interesting to observe the
heritage regime and, in particular,
Acceptance in Lieu of Inheritance Tax
(AIL). AIL is where a work of art is handed
to the state in return for a tax credit. The
tax break is called the douceur and usually
gives 70% of the agreed value of the piece
of art to be set against the Inheritance Tax
liability. Last year saw the highest figure
in AIL settlements since the scheme’s
inception. This route is particularly suited
to works of art that appeal to institutions or
large collections, such as archives. AIL uses
values based on auction precedent, which
can sometimes work against great works of
art, but in the current climate they may well
support higher prices.
To use an AIL, the owner needs to have an
Inheritance Tax liability.

LIFETIME PLANNING
Owners considering handing pieces onto
the next generation might want to think
about whether the current market has
depressed the values of works of art. They
might also want to use the existing lifetime
giving regime including ‘Potentially Exempt
Transfers’, which along with Inheritance
Tax in general is currently under review.
Watch out for this in the next budget but
bear in mind that one of the easiest ways
that the Government might look to finance
lockdown would be to raise taxes.

LOOKING TO THE FUTURE

LEAVING LOCKDOWN
Unlike the US, UK institutions are publicly
funded and, although they will take time
to return to full strength, they will reopen
(with the exception of the National Portrait
Gallery which is shut for a three-year
refurbishment). This contrasts with US
institutions which will be more interested
in surviving than buying.
Major auction sales will probably not return
fully until Christmas this year, based on the
assumption that lockdown is eased further
and, although online sales have gained
greater traction, it’s doubtful that we’ll see
major sales conducted this way. Buyers and
sellers might do well to be wary of the race
to online and weigh carefully the risks and
rewards involved. Whilst the option to go
to auction is effectively absent (at least for
major works), the private market is the only
avenue really open although some sellers
still feel it is too much a buyer’s market.
Now that export licenses are available,
and arguable viewings are now possible,
this market could grow rapidly assuming
wholesales public restrictions are lifted.
For planners and probate estates it would
be worth thinking about valuations and
opportunities while the tax regime remains
as it is. For those with important works of art
and existing Inheritance Tax liabilities, AIL
might be a particularly interesting avenue
to consider.

SUMMARY
If previous precedent is anything to go
by, economic disaster has led to strong art
markets. The online format was already
there for artworks and sales that suited it
at auction and it will be interesting to see
how much remains after the survival period.
Many sellers with important works of art
will continue to see the lockdown market as
a buyer’s market.
I imagine virtual art fairs will be much
cheaper than, dare I say it, a real art fair, but
will dealers be able and willing to meet new
clients, and will buyers be able to reject art
they don’t like?
If online platforms at auction take hold,
I imagine the types or art and artists will
reduce to blue chip works, which won’t help
the rest of the market. This trend is already
at work and I wonder whether new buyers
will acquire the passion and knowledge that
goes with more conventional and pre-online
collecting that helps to protect against
people buying what is simply offered to
them.
My suspicion is that live/real experience will
go back to being the central activity but that
the online platform will make us re-evaluate
buying and selling art.
Planners might do well to consider their
options and the arguably weaker market
may make doing that much easier,
particularly for ordinary works of art.

Charles Cochrane runs independent fine art agency Cochrane
Adams Fine Art Agents which was set up to protect buyers, sellers
and planners with works of art from the vested interests which
abound in the art market. Charles has been a fine art agent for nearly
15 years, however he started his working life as a lawyer, firstly in
commercial practise and then private client. Charles’ legal training
informs the agency’s planning service which looks at: Conditional
Exemption, Acceptance in Lieu of Inheritance Tax (AIL); Cultural
Gift Scheme; Chattel Licenses; probate and lifetime gifting. Visit
cochrane-adams.com
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